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Historical summary
Wallingford castle was once one of the greatest
royal strongholds of medieval England, and it
ranked alongside the Tower of London and Windsor
Castle in its importance in the Thames valley.
But it is first and foremost a good example of a
surviving Anglo-Saxon burh with a Norman
castle placed within it (in the north-east sector,
see above), soon after 1066 (1067-71), on the
analogy of Portchester, Winchester, London and
several other places. The burh was a large, com-
munal fortification, here a rectangular enclosure
of ditch and bank (and vanished wall) placed
beside the Thames to guard its crossing. It is
listed in the Burghal Hidage and called a burh in
Domesday book. In 1066, William the Conquer-
or was here and received the submission of
Stigand, archbishop of Canterbury, soon after
Hastings and before his entry into London and
subsequent coronation in December. The castle
must have been one of the first to be raised in
England: the Abingdon Chronicle refers to it as

early as 1071 as the prison of its abbot, making
it not just a reference to Wallingford castle, but
the earliest reference we have to a castle as a
royal prison. The Domesday survey notes that
eight burghal tenements were taken for its con-
struction, which is a small number for its size.
The explanation was revealed by the boring of
the motte conducted by the Round Mounds
project, led by Dr. Jim Leary in 2015. This
showed that the motte itself was built of local
material on a likely previously virgin site based
on sediments from a palaeo-channel close to
the active river. Wood deposits gave a 14th
century dating of cal AD 1032-1158. Royal
from the beginning, the castle became the
caput of the extensive lands of the honour of
Wallingford. The builder and first constable,
Robert d’Oily, held the barony of Hook Nor-
ton, but like his successor constables, exclud-
ing Miles Crispin (1084-1107 and Brien
fitzCount (c. 1113 - c. 1148), he farmed the
honour on behalf of the king. Three times, in
1139, 1146 and 1152, Stephen besieged the

Fig. 1. Aerial view of the Wallingford burh from the south, (via Neil Christie, University of
Leicester and courtesy of the Environment Agency). Town, River Thames, bridge and medieval
castle (top right). Within the perimeter of the outer bailey, and including the Queen’s Arbour,
the area of the castle is now about 35 acres.
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Fig. 2. Wallingford castle from the north. Trees partly obscure the motte. The north and west sides of the
bailey are dominated by a complex concentric series of defensive earthworks all once crowned by stone curtain
walls. The nose of the D-shaped barbican can be seen in sharp relief on the right. (Image © TWHAS (The
Wallingford Historical and Archaeological Society).

castle and its burh (effectively a large outer
bailey), though to no avail. Henry fitz Empress
(Henry of Anjou) obtained both castle and hon-
our, which remained royal or quasi royal after
the accession of Henry II in 1154. From this
point on castle and honour was earmarked for
the use of the king’s eldest son, or as one of the
residences of a minor king. Richard earl of
Cornwall achieved an outright grant in 1230,
when he was still heir-apparent, but it reverted
back to the crown in 1300 and remained an
appanage of the heir (prince of Wales until
1540, apart from the aberrant alienation to
Gaveston in 1307.
Little masonry remains are evident, but the earth-
works are substantial. These include the Con-
queror’s motte and bailey (probably 4.5 acres in
1080, extending to over 30 acres by 1300),
though Leland could still note ‘goodly buildings
with the tourres and dungeon’, as well as decay,
and records of the thirteenth and fourteenth cen-
turies, refer to the great tower, great chapel, great
hall and chambers, kitchens, buttery and other
offices in the inner bailey, and the great stable
and the college of St. Nicholas in the middle
bailey. The original castle was probably built

over an existing Saxon royal site within the Sax-
on burh where the king’s elite bodyguards, the
housecarls, dwelt,and was funded by a large lord-
ship of over 100 knights’ fees spread over nine
counties which also existed pre-Conquest. Thus
the castle, whilst altered and much enlarged over
time, represents the continuity of Saxon lordship
by the Normans after their conquest, and the
enduring strategic significance of the Saxon burh.

The Round Mounds Project coring of the Wall-
ingford motte in 2015 dated it, not unexpected-
ly, to mid- /late- 11th to mid-12th century. Most
other ‘mottes’ produced similar results: the ex-
ceptions being Lewes and Skipsea. They were
Berkhamsted, Hertfordshire: (probably post-
1066); Bramber, W. Sussex: mid/late 11th to
mid-12th century; Fotheringhay, Northants:
mid/late 11th to late 12th century; Brinklow,
Warwickshire: mid/late 11th to late 12th centu-
ry; Clifford Hill, (Little Houghton) Northants:
mid/late 11th to late 12th century’ Bishopton,
Darlington: mid/late 11th to 13th century’;
‘Castle 3’ Hamstead Marshall, W. Berkshire:
Late 12th to mid-13th century. Both Brinklow
and Clifford Hill were visited on the CSG’s
Mottes and Ringworks tour in April.
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Fig. 3. Lidar view showing the whole of the Saxon burh https://houseprices.io/lab/lidar/map?ref=SU60008913
Fig. 4. Below: OS map Oxfordshire XLIX.SE, Revised: 1897, Publ.: 1900. © National Library of Scotland.
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Wallingford Castle c. 1300

(Fig. 7.1) From ‘Landscapes, Leases and
Lawsuits: Reaping the Rewards of Post-
Demolition Detection at Wallingford
Castle’, in: ‘Wallingford: The Castle and
The Town in Context’, 2015, p. 139.
Prepared by Judy and David Dewey.

Wallingford ground plan - latest analysis
The imposing grassy ramparts of Wallingford
castle disguise a landscape that has been much
altered since the castle’s defences were
destroyed after the 17th century Civil War.
Under the continued ownership of the Crown to
1817 numerous leaseholders adapted the site for
their own ends, planting trees, constructing
buildings, digging out ramparts and making new
entrance-ways. Once the castle was sold private
owners made further changes but fortunately
protected the integrity of most of the site.
Chapters 5 to 7 of the Archaeopress BAR
Monograph 621 of 2015 present the findings of
a multidisciplinary study which has sought to
understand the impact of these changes on the
landscape, with a view to rediscovering the

late-medieval layout of the castle. It has involved
a close study of the landscape itself, an
investigation of post-demolition documents by
Judy Dewey (Chap. 7) – leases, lawsuits, minute
books, maps etc, and an appraisal of
archaeological reports from the mid-20th century
to the present, including extensive resistivity
work by TWHAS. Running parallel to this has
been Katharine Keats-Rohan’s work on the
medieval documents (Chap. 5), as well as John
Lloyd and Katharine Keats-Rohan on the Tudor
evidence (Chapter 6); the sharing of unfolding
information has been mutually most valuable. It
is hoped that the resulting interpretation of the
layout of the castle walls, baileys, gateways and
water-systems, offers a well-evidenced starting-
point for future research.

Fig. 5
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Fig. 6. Wallingford Castle, from the south-east, Thames River side. This reconstruction was drawn up
in 2018 and shows the castle as it may have appeared in the late-13th century according to the current
state of archaeological knowledge. Note the scale and ambition of the concentric plan, making
Wallingford one of the largest castle complexes ever built in Britain. Drawing © June Strong. Repro-
duced courtesy of Wallingford Museum.

Most Securely Fortified
The surviving ramparts of Wallingford Castle
betoken a once formidable castle, ‘most secure-
ly fortified’, but almost nothing of its walls
remain. Recent archaeological investigation,
both non-invasive and invasive, has revealed
rich stratigraphy going back in places to the late
Iron Age (fig. 10). Keats-Rohan’s Chapter 5 in
the Archaeopress BAR 621, 2015 attempted to
make good both deficits by exploiting a range of
medieval documents to reconstruct the stages of
the castle’s evolution and its role in national
affairs, as well as in the local economy, dis-
cussed respectively in the first two and the
fourth sections of the article. The third section
explores for the first time unpublished material,
principally annual audits and building accounts,
in order to understand the castle and its constit-
uent buildings. It incorporates the archaeologi-
cal insights summarized by Oliver Creighton

and Neil Christie in Chapter 2, as well as the
insights from the study of Tudor eye-witness
evidence in Chapter 6 (Lloyd and Keats-Ro-
han), and Dewey’s  landscape analysis in Chap-
ter 7. Edited highlights of these various papers
are summarised below:
Chapter 2 summarizes the 10 archaeological
interventions on the site. Nicholas Brooks’ 1960s
work investigating the burghal defences
uncovered the lost North Gate and revealed that
a Saxo-Norman street frontage and properties
lay under the castle’s outer bank on the west.
This westwards encroachment on town land was
the final stage of castle building, belonging to
the period 1230-1250, when Richard, earl of
Cornwall, completed the concentrification of the
landward sides of the castle to create a three-
baileyed, three wet-moated edifice, crowned by
the great tower on the motte. Carr’s excavation
in 1972 unearthed a still unparalleled 12th-
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Fig. 7. Wallingford castle. The oval motte, from the north-west. The moat fills after heavy rains;
but the moat did not necessarily totally encircle the motte. Crown copyright.

century cob kitchen in what became the middle
bailey, when it was infilled during the Cornwall
expansion. The Christie/Creighton investigation of
2009 in the inner bailey found evidence of
occupation from Norman times through to the Civil
War, and the subsequent demolition in 1652.
The castle was in stone before 1135, since one
of the serjeanties was that of mason service.
Resistivity surveying on the site before publica-
tion  (fig. 8) clearly revealed the three walls on
the north and west, but evidence relating to the
south, and to the castle entrance, was still lack-
ing. The annual surveys or accounts provided
for the king or the earl of Cornwall (who was
also prince of Wales after 1301) supply much
detail about the towers and buildings, though it
is a charter relating to the erection of buildings
for the clergy of the new college of St Nicholas
that provides the location of the middle gate,
Bidon Gate, on the south-east. Other documents
indicate that the outer gatehouse was also on the
south-east, set back from the town’s East Gate,
which was sited at the foot of the great bridge.
A survey of 1327 indicates that the buildings in
each of the inner and middle baileys were rela-
tively well maintained, as befitted a favoured
royal castle, and that the much narrower outer

bailey was enclosed by a wall and turrets. Annu-
al returns reveal that until the 1330s, the site
was producing apples, pears and cherries, and
had vines trained on the southern ramparts.
Fresh fish could be had from the moats, sup-
plied with fresh water thanks to a sluice system
operated from the town millstream at the West
Gate. The middle bailey was mainly an ecclesi-
astical enceinte, but also housed the Long Sta-
ble, one or two prisons, and also La Studie,
which is the earliest reference to a library in a
castle. The inner bailey had three halls, the
Great Hall, Red Hall and Hall of the Knights
and Esquires, as well as several kitchens, ex-
chequer, and wardrobe. The Great Chapel (later
collegiate church) of St Nicholas stood in the
inner bailey alongside, but separate from, the
northern wall, and was surrounded by the gar-
dens and orchards that produced the fruit.
This garden area is still visible in a map of 1804.
It seems to have broadly separated the Great
Hall and related chambers from the Red Hall
complex, which seems to have become the one
favoured by the queens and dowagers who lived
in the castle and eventually led to the name of
the surviving fragment known as Queen’s Tow-
er, on the north-east, thus transferring the name
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Fig. 8. The geophysics of Wallingford Castle, completed June 2019, producing strong images of
the demolished castle. Civil War modification is probably most evident on the north. The marked
plots on the SW side of the middle bailey are the now demolished 19th century mansion owned by
J. K. Hedges, perhaps partly reusing the footprints of a former tower and the Clerk’s Lodging. The
line of the southernmost section of the outer wall and ditches as posited by J. Dewey in 2015 appears
to have been confirmed. © TWHAS & Gerard Latham.
from its original location as the north-west tow-
er, adjacent to the King’s Chamber. Here too
was, and remains, the motte bearing the Great
Tower, or donjon as it was called in 1399.
Surviving Tudor evidence concerning what it
called the keep is discussed in Chapter 6. Con-
tained in what was titled the Wallingford Roll,
a collection of information about royal proper-
ties in the borough, it takes the form of a
sketched plan, and a written survey of such
wood and stone as remained in the castle in
1548, made for Roger Amyce, the king’s sur-

veyor. The plan is probably a first draft, since it
combines careful detail about measurements
within an outline that occasionally baffles, such
as the outsize circle drawn to depict the motte
(fig. 11). The survey of timber reveals the di-
mensions of the church of St Nicholas and
confirms that it is the rectangle drawn on the
plan on the north. It also gives joist lengths for
the wood of the stairs to the keep and the rooms
within. Interpreted in 2015 as a quadrilateral
with forebuilding, this may have to be revised
in the light of subsequent discoveries, including
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the Round Mounds earthworks survey (still un-
published) which showed that the northeast
flank of the motte was deliberately cut into,
presumably for the final Great Tower, built by
Earl Richard, and where a medieval well was
uncovered towards the base of the motte, a few
months after publication. It was stone lined, as
described by 16th and 19th century eyewitness,
but was capped by the Town Council before
photographs were taken. Its location appears on
the 1898 OS map. Camden (1590) saw it in the
steep ascent to the keep [cf. Tudor plan, (fig. 11).
In 2019 TWHAS completed its resistivity survey
of the site (fig. 8), giving further detail on the
walls on the west, and the south-west tower
flanking the motte, as well as hints of the lost
outer wall on the south. The site is much altered
by the raising of levels for the final developed
concentrification, and subsequent demolition, but
still lacks convincing evidence that the motte was

ever fully encircled by water, though that re-
mains likely. The Tudor plan shows that then, as
now, the moat round the motte did not continue
baileyside. It showed the motte as a large circle,
the radius of which was 102ft (31m). The Round
Mound survey showed that it was cut into on the
north to build the 13th century great tower, and
suggested that the motte footprint was originally
larger than now. Its current basal diameter varies
between 177ft (58m) and 220ft (67m); a diameter
of 204ft (62.18m) would give a radius of 102ft
(31m). The donjon or keep is evidenced as a
royal residence, a royal prison, and as an ar-
moury. In the early 14th century siege weapons
were stored there, and it also boasted the swords
of Sir Gawain, Sir Guy of Warwick, and King
Richard, according to an inventory of 1326. The
castle is frequently mentioned with the Tower of
London and Windsor as a centre for arms manu-
facture, upkeep and distribution.

Fig. 9. Overlay of the Inner Bailey on  the 1804 Crown Estate Map, drawn by John Fordyce, (Note the
Queen’s Arbour ‘College Land’ is a reference to Pembroke College, Oxford. Courtesy of the National
Archives. MPEE 1.10.
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Fig. 10. Site of all
excavations at
Wallingford Castle
(after Christie and
Creighton, 2014)
overlaid on a LiDAR
plot (courtesy of G.
Latham, from an
unpublished talk by
K. Barton and G.
Latham, 2018).

Fig. 11. Schematic interpretation
of the 1548 plan of the inner bailey
(Lloyd, Fig. 6.7, 2015), following
Oxford, Bodleian, MS Berks. Top.
b. 41, fol. 1.

Figures are in feet. Scale varies on plan
as measured in cms. No distance is
given for S-S (schematic representation
of drawbridge entrance
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